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5 key blocks to living your soul purpose!

Are you living your soul purpose?

This may be the first time that you have thought about this question, but I'm 
guessing it's probably not. In fact, if you are here, living your soul purpose is 
probably something you feel strongly about, at least to some degree. You may have
read a few books, done a workshop or two or even answered questionnaires, yet 
quite probably, living your soul purpose still eludes you.

In this free report, I explore 5 key blocks that may be stopping you living your 
purpose and showing up fully as you:- 

1. Not knowing who you really are

2. Not knowing what you want

3. Feeling stuck in toxic emotions

4. Not owning your value

5. Lacking in self-love and acceptance

Reflecting on and working through these 5 blocks to
living your soul purpose, can help to free you up and
to start living with greater passion, authenticity and
joy. My intention for this report, is to assist you with
gaining clarity and insight into why you are not
living a life of passion, purpose and meaning (I assume that you are not, or you 
probably would not be reading this) and to start taking steps to move forward into 
living your purposeful life. Of course, the process of understanding what your soul 
purpose is and what has been getting in the way of living it, will be a personal one, 
but these are some common themes which most of us encounter in some form.

I hope that this information shines some light for you, on what living your
purpose entails, in real terms. I have seen many people stuck in their journey and not
moving forward, because they expect that having some knowledge of their soul
purpose is enough to start living it. I hope that this report assists you with practical 
insights that can help you to start living your life in new ways. Remember it's a 
journey and change starts with taking the first step.......
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No. 1 – Not knowing who you are

From the time we are born, we have people, often with the best of intentions, telling
us who we are, how to behave, what to think and how to dress. It is hardly surprising,
that many people do not know who they really are any more. Yet, it is so important, to
have a clear sense of who we are at an essential level. I would say that it is necessary, 
to living a life of purpose and meaning.

Knowing yourself includes having an understanding of what your gifts and strengths
are. It is through expressing our soul gifts that we can contribute to the world in our
own unique way. Where our gifts have not been recognised and valued by the people
around us, we may continue this pattern for ourselves. For this reason it is important
to have a clear understanding of what our gifts and strengths are so as we can draw on
these to meet our life challenges and live a purposeful life.

So often, people have taken on a belief, that
who they really are is wrong in some way and
that in order to be loved, they have to fulfil
someone else's expectations, rather than express
their own truth.

As a child, I learnt to keep my intuitive gifts
and awareness to myself, as the people around
me responded so negatively, whenever I
expressed my intuitive gifts. Yet, these very
gifts are as much a part of me as breathing, how
could they be wrong? In truth, my intuition has
always been my greatest ally and is important
to me on an everyday basis for making choices and being attuned to life and the 
people around me.

What are your gifts and strengths?
A great place to start is finding out what you gifts and strengths are. Our gifts and 
strengths can be things that we take for granted or don't really notice, so it's great to 
make some time to reflect on what these are. Find a quiet place and bring a pen and 
paper and start brainstorming on this. Think about things you do well, things that you 
like about yourself. Just write and let it flow, without judging or censoring for about 5
minutes. Then, you can go back through and write down the main gifts and strengths 
that you can identify. You may surprise yourself! 
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How often are you expressing yourself authentically in your life?

For most of us, it's a mix. There are aspects of our life where we are expressing 
ourselves in ways that are true to ourselves and in others not. Start to notice, when 
you are saying what you really mean, rather than telling people what they want to 
hear. Pay attention to where you are doing what you really want to do and where you 
are doing things to please others. Notice how often you are showing up fully as you, 
expressing you and being you. How do you feel when you do that? Compare that to 
how you feel when you don't say what you mean, or express who you really are. 

Knowing yourself in a deeper, fuller way, often involves taking time out for 
reflection. It involves listening to your thoughts and feelings, as you would to a dear 
friend. Taking time out from the busyness of life to just be with yourself, is a first 
step to living your authentic life.

No. 2 - Getting clear on what you really want

How can we expect to live a fulfilling, meaningful life when we don't know what we
want? It sounds obvious doesn't it, yet when you ask people what they want, most of 
the time, they often don't know. For most of us, it's not something that we have learnt 
the importance of.

What do you really want ?

Knowing what you want is a great starting point for
connecting with your purpose.
This is because what you really want ignites your
passion and inspiration. These are
both qualities which connect us with our soul's
desire to fulfil itself through our
human experience.

When we don't know what we want, life can seem
without direction, purpose or meaning. This can
cause a lot of suffering and pain. The way that I see
it is, having a sense of meaning and doing what we
do for a reason that makes sense to us, is necessary
for experiencing genuine happiness and fulfilment.

Yet, many of us have learnt not to listen to or act on what we want. This can lead to a 
difficulty with connecting fully with what we DO want
and leave us feeling lost and even hopeless. We may have been taught that what we 
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want isn't important, or that we need to consider other people's needs first. Perhaps 
we have come to the conclusion, that what we really want is not possible or 
reasonable, so we disregard it. This can leave us feeling disconnected from our 
authentic needs and desires and as a result, a sense of purpose and direction.

When we don't know what we really want, we can get caught up in a pattern of going 
after the latest shiny object and wonder why that bring us little real happiness or 
fulfilment. This is because this is not our authentic desire. Our true desires connect us
with our passion and soul inspiration. Our real wants and desires expand us and 
require us to draw on our creative potential and step more fully into who we are. Our 
real wants and desires are our soul seeking expression and fulfilment in our life.

What is your most powerful desire in this moment?

What is one small thing you can do to start expressing or moving toward that right 
now in your life?

No. 3 – Feeling stuck in toxic emotions

Do you find yourself stuck in feeling angry, sad, hurt, 

afraid or guilty regularly?

When we have a lot of unresolved emotions from
the past, we can notice that we are feeling those
same feelings more often. We can find that we
keep attracting people and situations that give us
that same feeling. This is because unresolved
emotions, can become imprinted into our cells and
establish neural pathways in our brain that keep us
stuck in those same feelings, until we resolve and
clear them. We literally carry negative emotions
with us in our body and energy field. 

Having a lot of toxic and negative emotions in our
body and energy field, interferes with feeling joy,
happiness, pleasure and free to live our life fully.
Yet, often the cause of the feelings is so deeply
rooted in the past that we have forgotten it. 
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Blocked emotions can be compared with water that is dammed up, stopping the 
natural flow. Because the emotions weren't fully expressed or felt at the time, they get
pushed down, stored in our body and unconscious mind until they are triggered by a 
similar event or situation. To shift the emotion, you need to get things flowing again. 

The first step is to notice the feeling. 

Is there a particular negative emotion that you notice that you are 
feeling often throughout the day? 

What type of situations trigger this emotion?

Once you are aware of the emotion, there are a few things that you can do to start to 
shift it:-

1. Breathe
Most people don't make it a habit to breathe fully
and deeply. Breathing fully can begin to shift
stuck emotions and energy in your body. Take a
few deep breaths, deep into your belly, pause for
a moment, then breathe out anything that you
want to release and let go of. With each breath
in, breathe in new life and new energy and with
each breath out, breathe out anything you want
to let go of and release. 

2. Move
Physical movement and exercise is a great way
to shift negative emotions. When you move, you
breathe more deeply and this helps shift your
emotions and energy too. The best exercise is
exercise that gets you breathing deeply. Next
time you feel stuck in a negative emotion, you can shift that by going for a walk, a 
run or perhaps doing some yoga, dance or tai chi. 

3. Express
Blocked emotions, come to the surface because they are seeking expression. There 
are many ways to give expression to emotions that have been pushed down without 
them wreaking havoc in your life. Finding a form of creative or self expression that 
works for you is a great place to start. Here are some suggestions:-
* Journalling is a great way to start unblocking the flow of emotions. Setting aside a 
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period of time each day, to connect with what is going on for you and to write can be 
very healing.
* Drawing and painting allow you to express through colour, images, symbols and 
textures what is going on for you inside. Creating a space and time to draw or paint 
regularly is another way to start to connect in with you and to begin to explore that.
* Collage is a fun and colourful way to express yourself. All you need is a few 
magazines, glue and a piece of cardboard. You might like to choose a theme or topic 
and then start cutting out pictures that speak to you, arranging them on the page and 
glueing them on to create a visual representation of your theme. When you have 
finished, take some time to notice the overall effect of the finished work and the 
colours that stand out. Notice how you feel when you look at it.

When you feel complete with your creative self-expression, take a moment to notice 
how you feel. Compare that with the feelings you had when you begun. 
Do you feel any different? 

How are your energy levels now, compared with when you started? 

How does your body feel? 

No. 4 -Not owning your value

What does it mean to own your value?

The way that I see this is, that until we
acknowledge and value what is special and unique
about us, our gifts and talents, aas our unique
contribution to the world, we cannot fully embody
our soul purpose. This makes sense doesn't it? We
can only contribute to the world from our own
sense of value. Why would we want to share with
others what we don't value in ourselves?

What is unique and amazing about you? 
What do you do really well?

Make some time to make a list of 10 things you do
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really well. 10 things that you feel are unique and special about you.

From this list, if you were to identify 2 or 3 gifts, what would they be?

How are you currently using these to contribute to your life and the lives of those 
around you?

What are 3 ways that you can start using your gifts to make a difference to your 
life or other peoples?

We are often aware of our soul gifts, at least to
some degree, but may not see them as
anything particularly special. Our soul gifts can
be so natural a part of us, that we fail to
recognise how much they contribute to our life,
our work and the lives of those around us. In this
way, we are not fully valuing or utilising our
divine soul gifts. An example of this is a person
who is a natural teacher and yet has spent their
whole life learning. Through study, this person
has acquired a great deal of knowledge, which
they could share and bring benefit to others.
However,
because they do not value their gifts, they stay in
the position of student and lifelong learner. Due
to not fully valuing their gifts of knowledge and
their capacity to communicate and share this, they feel unworthy to step into their 
role as teacher.

Value and self-worth are strongly connected. For this reason, until we fully value and 
recognise our soul gifts, we may feel unworthy to fully step into our soul purpose and
potential.

What would you do, that you are not doing now, if you felt truly worthy or being 
the best version of you, you can be?
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No. 5 – Lacking in Self-love and acceptance

How many of us have come into adulthood with a healthy sense of self-love? 
Have you learnt that loving yourself is conceited and selfish? What if I were to tell 
you that self-love is a key ingredient in fulfilling your soul purpose?

Self-love is something that many of us struggle with or have struggled with at some
time in our life. Without self-love, we tend to seek love and approval from outside of
ourselves, to meet our need for love and validation. This can and often does lead to a 
lot of suffering. When we are totally reliant on love coming from outside ourselves, 
we can end up compromising our truth and needs, in order to keep the love coming. 
Does this sound familiar? There is no need for judgement around this, just 
recognition. I think that many of us are familiar with that experience.

I am not saying that all of our love needs to come from within and that there is
something wrong with giving and receiving love from others. On the contrary,
sharing love with others, is one of the most enriching and beautiful experiences of life
- 
when we have a healthy balance of self-love.
Without self-love people are often needy, unhappy and even desperate to keep love 
coming from outside themselves. In truth, 
this can lead to all sorts of compromising situations, that are based on anything but 
love. When we are totally reliant on love coming 
from outside of ourselves, we can easily be manipulated and hurt by others, who may
perceive our needs as a weakness.

A wonderful practice for cultivating self-love is to look in the mirror each morning
after you wake up and before you go to bed and to look yourself in the eye and say
“YOUR NAME” I Love YOU. This may feel uncomfortable at first, but after a while
this practice grows on you. And IT WORKS to cultivate a healthy supply of 
SELFLOVE which is always available, always present and can be the most 
wonderful support and foundation for your life, for fulfilling your potential and living
your purpose.

I invite you to do this practice for 21 days - the amount of time it has been shown it
takes to develop a new habit and notice the difference!
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What is your next step? 

Every month, I offer 10 free clarity/breakthrough sessions to help you to get clear 
on what you want and what is stopping you from having it. You can apply for yours
here:-   http://katherineambermurray.com/

 

    To find our more visit:-
                http://katherineambermurray.com
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Katherine Amber Murray is passionate about assisting people to connect more fully 
with their soul and purpose. To identify, heal and transform the patterns, beliefs, 
emotional and spiritual blocks, that are interfering with fully expressing their
soul purpose and potential. She brings over 20 years experience with healing and
Transpersonal work and holds qualifications as a Certified Hypnotist, Life Coach, 
NLP, Timeline Therapy® Transpersonal Art Therapist, Counsellor and Meditation 
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Katherine is a No. 1 Bestselling author on Amazon for “Chocolate & Diamonds for 
the Woman’s Soul” in which, she tells the story of her healing journey in dealing with
chronic pain and all that she learnt along the way. This book is a compilation of many
women's stories. 

We all face challenges in life and they look different for each of us. It is often these 
very challenges, that give us the opportunity to tap into our inner strength and 
resources. Katherine’s perspective is that we have available to us a wealth of inner 
resources for healing and wisdom, that can assist us to live authentic, meaningful 
and fulfilling lives. Many of us are not tapping into these, to the degree that we 
could be. Through her work, Katherine assists people to open to new possibilities 
and solutions to challenges and to create powerful and lasting changes at both 
conscious and unconscious levels, which move them toward their goals and 
outcomes.

Katherine lives in the Blue Mountains, Australia and enjoys bushwalking, dancing 
and writing. She can be found at:- 

Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/pages/Katherine-Amber-Murray/

Website – http://katherineambermurray.com

Linkedin – https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=310189343&trk=hp-identity-
name
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    What is your next step to 
     
              Living Your Soul Purpose?

    To find our more visit:-
                http://katherineambermurray.com
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